
MOERANGI MTB Track 
260 Series Map: Whirinaki V18                   NZ Grid GPS: Geodetic Datum 1949  
Topo50 Maps:     BG38 Wairapukao & BG39 Ruatahuna                NZTM   GPS: NZTM on WGS84 
How to get to START: Exit Taupo on SH5 for Rotorua and on passing Rainbow Mountain go 
right on SH38 for Murapara and head for Waikaremoana. At Ngaputahi turn right off the gravel 
road on to the forest road for Okahu – the signs had all been removed in mid-2013.  The  turn ing  
i s  a t  1934245E 5721127N. Confirmation that the correct road is being followed should 
be found half way down when a sign for the mid Okahu Hut and campsite is seen. This is a 
good, well surfaced road and the car park (WP01590masl) is at 9km. The car park is an open grassy 
area with two large DoC toilets. 
Rough description: This long walk can be done in either direction and, as described below, 
was done starting at Okahu Road as this gives an easier first day of around 12km, however it 
does mean that the second day is longer and harder. Three huts are passed so there are ample 
stop-over opportunities.  If necessary the one-overnighter described can be extended by staying 
in say Rogers then Moerangi Hut – or vice versa if travelling in the opposite direction. The track 
is a shared MTB–walking track and is a relatively easy walk as it is well graded, wide and easy 
to follow as it passes through very lush forest with good birdlife.  Blue duck are often heard and 
seen, Kaka keep doing fly-overs and smaller birds such as Tom tits often come calling. 

 
Location and Access 

 

 

Day one as described is around 
four hours whilst Day two is 
seven hours or so with 340m 
ascent in getting to Rogers and 
over 800m on day two. 

 
Going in the opposite direction 
and starting at River Road gives 
about 200m more ascent as can 
be seen in the walk profile. 

 
Detail. The carpark (WP01590masl) is large with ample space plus there are two DoC toilets but virtually all of the notices in the shelter 
at the start of the track have been vandalised. The track heads gently uphill to the SW and in 6minutes the post where the track log- 
book was once stored is reached and three minutes later the metal gates (anti-horse?) are met. Within 20mins or so a long moderate 
ascent starts (WP04715masl) on a section of newer track – compare the GPS track and the mapped track on the map. Most of the 
“features” on the track are bridges (WP5 – 9) and it is well worth looking at the construction of these as there is a massive log acting as 
the main support.  There is also one area of landslip but this is minor and seems stable.  Shortly before reaching Skips Hut 
(WP10552masl) keep eyes and ears open for Blue Duck. 

 
Bridge construction 

 
Minor landslip zone 

 
Blue Duck 



Map with GPS data 

 
On the map the RED trail is the current MTB track whilst the BLUE is the track back in 2007 – this was more a route than track. 
NZ Grid Waypoints 

 

NZTM 

 



Skips (Whangatawhia) is a relatively new hut, well equipped, has a large picnic table outside but there seems to be a dearth of useable 
fuel for the stove to burn. The toilet can be hard to find for some and it is off the track that heads for Rogers (Te Wairoa) and uphill from 
a large marker post. One of the features of the track from here on is that there are several small loops upstream on side streams to get 
over them and there is one longish, gentle ascent but within about 3:15 or so there is level walking (WP15657masl) then there is a “bike” 
sign for a hard left turn to a gentle descent.  Ten minutes after this left turn there is a wide wooden bridge (WP17558masl) to cross and 
almost immediately there is a flash of orange as Rogers Hut (WP18560masl) comes into view. Constructed in 1952 this hut is not 
everyone’s choice to stay in but it really has character and has all the signs of being a favourite for many – like names put on tin lids 
and nailed to the beams.  There are six bunks but only the lower two are for larger sized people whilst contortionist abilities are required 
for the middle and upper rows. There is a good bench, outside water tank plus extra table and the small wood-burner could / would be 
good if there is any wood dry enough to burn. 

 
Rogers Hut 

 
Stained glass on level three 

 
Names on tin lids 

Day two starts with an easy wander to the NW on the clearly marked MTB track to immediately pass through a clearing that looks like it 
was designed for deer, though none were seen!  For the next two to three hours this is all on good, well graded track which bears no 
relationship to the old track – and there are numerous warning sign posts for bikers with XX marking slightly dodgy stuff ahead and XXX 
signs which really should be paid attention to. One XXX comes up within half an hour as there is a huge drop off the track on the RHS 
(WP19593masl). There are not too many features to catch one’s attention but the forest is a delight to walk through so who needs 
scenery as such? After 90 minutes there is a large slip face (WP21628masl) to admire and ten minutes later there is a large wooden 
bridge (WP22608masl) then there is a long “grunt” uphill (WP23646masl). In about 2:30min the junction (WP24649masl) for the Moerangi Hut 
is reached but that is 500m away uphill but can be visited if desired. On crossing the bridge after the junction a long ascent commences 
to eventually allow spectacular views (WP27924masl) to the west on the steep slopes below Moerangi. The terrain is then rolling to hilly 
(WP29849masl) and an area with a lot of rata on the trees is traversed before arriving at the small junction (WP30846masl) for the helipad. 
They say it is all downhill from here on and it is as one passes the old track for Moerangi Peak (WP31828masl) to then arrive at the 
junction with the old forestry service road (WP32530masl). On turning right here the terrain again becomes rolling to hilly with several 
quite short rather steep sections to tackle but eventually there is a turn off to the left (WP33496masl) downhill off the quad bike trail. Ten 
minutes down this and the junction with the Whirinaki Track is reached to turn right to the north passing the junction (WP35402masl) to 
the Waterfall Track minutes later. Then it is over the bridge of the canyon, past the track log-book in lush forest well supplied with very 
informative signs on the flora and fauna to arrive at the ‘shelter” (WP37411masl) at the track end and the River Road carpark. 

 
Long way to drop 

 
Some going up some down 

 
Stony slip line to cross 

 
Cross-over groups meet up 

 
Moerangi Hut junction 

 
Bridge on the Canyon 
 

Notes: GPS Garmin GPSMap 62sc         WP Waypoint taken by GPS                 masl = metres above sea level 
 


